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A Message from Our CEO,
Through two years of uncertainty, I have seen advocates, volunteers, staff, donors, and
community members come together to support survivors of domestic violence, sexual
violence, and human trafficking. Team members have had to think fast to continue to
deliver resources and navigate challenges that have been new for all of us. Time and time
again, our supporters and our team at NLC have shown up to make sure that our
participant’s needs were met and that survivors may continue on their path to healing
from trauma.
Despite all the challenges we have endured together, our mission to put an end to violence
and to be a safe haven for families has remained concrete. As Arizona’s largest domestic
violence shelter, and one of the largest in the nation at 104 beds, we continued to embrace
our responsibility and privilege to provide trauma-informed care to some of our
communities’ most vulnerable women, men, and children throughout the COVID-19 crisis.
Through hard work, dedication, compassion, and the generous support from our
community, we have been able to expand and create opportunities that reach even more
survivors and their dependents throughout the region.
Through the 2021 fiscal year, New Life Center was able to provide over 17,000 safe bed
nights for survivors and their families, and served over 1,000 individuals through our
residential and outreach programs, as well as our 24 hour hotline. Additionally, the
creation and implementation of our P.A.W.S program, Protecting Animals With Survivors,
made New Life Center part of the 3% of shelters in the country that strives to keep all
family members together, including pets. These efforts led to a decrease in the barriers
that exist for survivors seeking help, and made sure that our participants do not have to
choose between their safety and their pets safety during such difficult and dangerous
times.
Now, in 2022, we are continuing to expand our capacity to reach survivors of diverse
experiences with the opening of one of the first sexual assault crisis centers in Arizona for
victims of sexual violence and human trafficking. This satellite location in Phoenix will
connect survivors with advocates and trauma-healing therapists who are attuned to their
experiences.
The New Life Center team remains dedicated to making trauma-informed care, shelter,
and resources accessible by continually strategizing new ways to remove barriers in a
survivor’s healing journey. We are so grateful for the support from our partner
organizations, volunteers, staff and donors for helping us along the way and continuing to
believe in our mission. The potential to create positive change is within all of us, and when
people come together, this potential actualizes into lasting changes that lead to a more
safe and equitable community for all.
From everyone at New Life Center, thank you for being part of our mission, and for
extending such kindness and support for the families and survivors in which we serve.

Sincerely,
Myriah Mhoon
CEO
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Financials
Where Does the Money Come From?
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How is the Money Spent?
For fiscal year 2021 total revenue received equals 4,102,579 and total expenses equal 3,565,938 resulting in total net assets
of 5,706,261. Expenses that exceed revenue are mainly related to (1) timing differences between the receipt of temporarily
restricted revenue and the release of those revenues from restriction, and (2) write-off of uncollectible pledges
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Gifts to New Life Center are eligible for an Arizona
tax credit!
When you make a financial contribution to New
Life Center, you only have to part with your
money for a little while.
Your gift will reduce your tax liability or increase
your refund by up to $400 if you file as an
individual and up to $800 if you file as a couple.

@newlifectr

